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What is Fair Trade?1
Abstract: This paper categorises the emerging conceptualisations of Fair Trade
and explores which of them offers the best characterisation of the project. It
introduces Fair Trade and establishes a set of desiderata to guide the process of
conceptualisation. It is argued that the practices and rhetoric of the project
suggest it is best characterised as an attempt to establish a form of interim
global market justice in a non-ideal world.
Three alternative
conceptualisations are explored, some including sub-categories. In each
section a description of the view is outlined and it is argued that each such
alternative is either an unpersuasive account of Fair Trade or cannot better the
one already defended. In the final section the normative debate surrounding
Fair Trade conceptualised as an attempt to establish interim global market
justice in a non-ideal world is introduced. It is suggested that there are avenues
for the project’s ethical defence but it is concluded this can only be settled with
further research.
Keywords: Fair Trade; Ethical Consumerism; Development; Trade Relations;
Market Justice
Introduction
Fair Trade is a project attracting increasing attention in both public and academic domains.
Despite this growing interest, however, there is a lack of clarity regarding how we should
conceptualise Fair Trade. There is no settled understanding of how the present Fair Trade
project (its motivating goals and existing facets) is best characterised. In essence, there is no
established answer to the question “What is Fair Trade?” A number of possible answers have
been proffered (or at least implicitly suggested), but little attempt has been made to evaluate
them or identify the most plausible construal of the movement.2 In order to develop a
complete and valuable understanding of Fair Trade this shortcoming must be rectified. Here
I will address this task by identifying a catalogue of possible conceptualisations and assessing
their coherence. It will be argued that Fair Trade is most appropriately conceptualised as an
attempt to establish interim global market justice in a non-ideal world.
Before I begin it is important to distinguish between two ways in which the question
“What is Fair Trade?” could be interpreted. First, it could be understood in the empirical
sense outlined above, concerned with identifying the best characterisation of the existent Fair
Trade project. This will be the focus here. It should not be confused, however, with the
question “What is ‘fair trade’?” This question, which pertains to the normative issue of what
forms of trade should be considered just or fair, is a separate matter. Failure to distinguish
these questions distorts the answers that might be given to either of them and is probably one
reason for the confusion regarding the empirical matter with which I am concerned here. The
normative question is an interesting and important one, but not one that I shall address here.
There is a more relevant hybrid question of “Is Fair Trade ‘fair trade’?” that warrants
attention in connection to the former of the two. I will make some comment upon this in the
final section of the paper, but finding an appropriate conceptualisation of Fair Trade is the
necessarily prior task.
The Conceptual Framework
While the task of conceptualisation is, for obvious reasons, a fairly free-ranging one, certain
rough boundaries can be gleaned to guide it. As the concern here is with conceptualising an
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existing phenomenon a broad framework can be outlined by noting some of its central
components and it is possible to identify certain areas of data with which a conception should
be consistent. In this section I will outline some of Fair Trade’s core facets from which I will
design a scheme of desiderata that each conceptualisation must follow and identify the data
sets from which it must draw evidence if the view is to be substantiated.
Given its title it is clear that Fair Trade partly defines itself in relation to some other
form of trade. This, of course, is the present international trade system. Forming an
understanding of the project can usefully begin, therefore, by introducing an example of the
context in which it exists. Consider, for instance, the contemporary coffee industry, often
deemed representative of agro-food networks. It involves a buyer-driven commodity chain
where power rests with an oligopoly of roaster corporations which, due to various
developments in technology and transportation, are able to exercise control and promote price
competition by demanding ‘just-in-time’ delivery and using ‘mix-and-match’ blending.3
Alongside other technological improvements and market restructuring this downward
pressure on prices resulted, in 2006, in a forty-year low.4 In such a situation producers must
often accept the first offer they receive for their produce; a position exploited by intermediary
exporters.5
The effects on producers have been dramatic. Due to primary goods being price
elastic, and thus suffering regular price fluctuations, there is already an environment of
economic (and livelihood) insecurity.6 Falling prices have meant that producers now cannot
even cover the costs of production.7 Many have gone bankrupt and been forced to migrate,
thus disrupting local communities.8 Those that have remained in the industry have faced
increasing poverty: large numbers of farmers have been classified as nearly starving, children
are malnourished and often withdrawn from education, and few have the money to invest in
adequate health care.9
FINE (an umbrella organisation linking the major Fair Trade actors: the Fairtrade
Labelling Organisation (FLO), the World Fair Trade Organisation (WFTO), the European
Fair Trade Association (EFTA), and the Network of European World Shops (NEWS!)),
defines the project as a response to these issues, describing it as follows:
Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency and respect, that
seeks greater equity in international trade. It contributes to sustainable development
by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of, disadvantaged
producers and workers, especially in the South.10
The response to the above problems, in other words, is to alter trade relationships in some
fashion to make them better for producers. This is perhaps most visibly manifest in the Fair
Trade certification criteria, with which actors must comply if they wish to qualify for the
label. There are standards set for producers and traders.11 Supplier organisations must be
democratically structured groups marginalised by the world economy who uphold basic
human rights (in terms of working and living conditions) and environmental criteria.
Distributors must offer a Fair Trade minimum price and premium (to be used for business or
social development projects), pre-financing, long-term contracts, business and market
assistance, and transparent business practices, and also campaign and raise awareness on
behalf of Fair Trade.
Although alone these facets cannot establish a comprehensive account of Fair Trade,
they do set parameters within which any conceptualisation must operate. They establish that
Fair Trade should be understood, in broad terms, as a project seeking to assist producers in
developing countries by addressing problems of the present trading system. This suggests
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that any coherent conceptualisation of the movement must, in some way, meet two
desiderata. It must offer:
I.
II.

An account of the criticisms Fair Trade makes of the present market system.
An account of the manner in which Fair Trade assists producers.

Given the aim here is to find the correct characterisation of the project in its present
form it is clear also that a response to these two points must draw on specific types of data.
In particular, the explanations must be consistent with:
i.
ii.

Fair Trade’s practice.
The espoused aims of Fair Trade actors.

With these qualified desiderata in place, I will now turn to the various ways in which
Fair Trade has been conceptualised to see which can offer the most coherent account.
Fair Trade as Global Market Justice
The conceptualisation of Fair Trade I wish to defend in this paper is that it is a project
seeking to establish some form of global market justice. There are two ways in which this
idea could be formulated: the Complete Ideal Account and the Interim Account. In this
section I will introduce the empirical data that can be used to support the view, outline the
two formulations, and identify why I believe the latter is the appropriate conceptualisation of
Fair Trade.
While few authors mention the idea of trade justice in connection to Fair Trade in
anything more than a loose sense, a number offer accounts that suggest such contentions.
The view offers an explanation of the assistance Fair Trade offers to producers by suggesting
that the various tools it employs are attempts to re-shape dimensions of the trade relationship
that seem to suggest injustices. The demands for direct-as-possible trade relations and prefinancing can be understood as attempts to remove the exploitation of middlemen.12
Similarly, the pre-set long-term contracts should reduce the instability of producer
livelihoods.13 Producer welfare is also aided by the guaranteed minimum price, human rights
protection, and business and community development projects (which enhance access to
education and health care).14 Assuming we can consider a lack of exploitation and minimum
levels of economic security and personal welfare reasonably probable components of a just
institutional order (which is surely not implausible) these factors can be thought to
demonstrate that Fair Trade’s methods of assistance can be understood in this regard. As
noted, the idea can be formulated in two ways.
The Interim Account: On this view Fair Trade is a temporary measure designed as a
second-best proxy in the absence of the wider implementation of justice at the global level.
The core idea is as follows. In writing on domestic social justice it is common to accept that
markets are, in principle, consistent with justice provided certain background conditions are
present (such as a fair distribution of wealth, equal opportunity, and so on). We have now
reached an age of global markets. However, this has not been accompanied by the
development of a global application of the standard background conditions usually thought
necessary to make markets compatible with justice. We live, that is, in a non-ideal world. It
is possible to think of Fair Trade as a project seeking to correct for this fault. While Fair
Trade does not constitute justice itself (this is a much grander project that requires
international organisations with sufficient power to enforce political and redistributive
rights), it does offer a form of justice-emulation or justice-promotion in the absence of justice
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being institutionalised at the global level. It is an interim corrective establishing just trade
relations between persons living in a non-ideal world, necessary only until justice is realised
in the wider context.
The Complete Ideal Account: A slightly different understanding of the above points is
that the tools Fair Trade employs are themselves constitutive of ideal trade arrangements. 15
This view contends that, while markets are prima facie acceptable, they must be structured in
a certain way in order to be just. This does not require any major departure from fairly
conventional market practices, but some refining is necessary. The tools Fair Trade employs,
such as those noted above, should be seen then as constitutive of an ultimate end in trade
relation structures. In short, it is global market justice.
Both versions of this thesis can, I believe, account for the market-critical position of
Fair Trade. The idea is not that markets themselves are unjust, but that they need certain
structural constraints. This seems to fit with the tools employed by the movement, which all
appear to be directed at dimensions that suggest injustice but do not break from the
conventional system to any great extent. It is also consistent with the rhetoric of Fair Trade
actors, who, following FINE, support the idea that the project ‘seeks greater equity in
international trade’ and ‘better trading conditions’.16 There is nothing in these statements that
suggests a stronger objection to markets and yet there is an implicit objection to the present
system. Fair Trade conceptualised as an attempt to create global market justice (in either
formulation) can account for this well by acknowledging a problem in the contemporary
world without objecting to the market as an institution.
What should lead us to favour the Interim Account are the exact tools employed by
Fair Trade, which are difficult to imagine as possible components of any ultimate scheme of
justice. For example, in a world where every individual was furnished with a fair share of
resources or had reasonable access to credit, pre-financing would surely be an unnecessary
stipulation of trade regulation. The idea that this and other features are temporary measures
which can be phased out if and when background structures reach an adequate standard can
make much clearer sense of this. If the essence of Fair Trade is captured by the minor
alterations suggested above, it is much more coherent to think they are interim correctives
necessary in circumstances which do not meet the standards required to justify allowing a
freer market.
There is, then, good reason to conceptualise Fair Trade as an attempt to establish
interim global market justice in a non-ideal world: it can explain the market-critical stance of
Fair Trade and provides an account of the assistance it offers producers, both consistent with
the empirical realities of the project in practice and the rhetoric of its actors. There remains a
question regarding Fair Trade’s success in achieving these aims and it also faces a number of
normative challenges, some of which will be touched on in the final section of this paper.
Neither of these issues, however, raises any doubt that it is appropriately understood in this
fashion. In order to address this matter directly I shall now consider some alternative
conceptualisations.
Fair Trade as Ethical Consumerism
One common idea about Fair Trade is that it is intricately linked with the notion of ethical
consumerism. This could be interpreted in a number of ways, but a specific variant suggested
in the literature is the notion that Fair Trade is a response to contemporary globalisation
trends which have created a consumerist mentality demanding products offering certain
ethical guarantees. To frame this argument Renard suggests that the inevitable evolution of
globalisation driven by market forces creates certain ‘interstices’ (gaps generated by the
process but which reflect contrasting ideas).17 One such phenomenon is the increasing
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concern for worker health and safety in the operations of corporations overseas. As a result
of this interest, market niches are opening up for products sporting social and environmental
guarantees. Supply will inevitably follow demand and thus projects such as Fair Trade have
arisen. In other words, Fair Trade is a project generated by a demand for ethically-labelled
goods. As Levi and Linton assert, ‘ethical consumers are the initiators of the campaign’.18
There is evidence that would support this conceptualisation. The rise in ‘ethical
consumerism’ is a well-documented and broadly accepted concept which undoubtedly does
create niche markets.19 The presently limited demand for Fair Trade from ideologicallycommitted (rather than price-orientated) consumers would add further credence to the idea.20
Moreover, a number of Fair Trade proponents have highlighted links to international civil
society networks and speciality markets.21
Yet, there are two major faults with this view. First, it is empirically inaccurate.
There is little evidence to suggest Fair Trade arose due to the demands of ethical consumers
in a global age. Goods sold along the lines of the Fair Trade model appeared before the onset
of contemporary globalisation (usually thought to originate around the 1970s or 1980s).22
And, as LeClair notes, non-governmental organisations were the dominant actors in
designing and promoting these initiatives (the early examples including Oxfam’s use of the
approach in their post-Second World War relief efforts) and in orchestrating the ensuing
evolution.23
Second, even if it were historically correct, the view would still seem to offer a rather
unconvincing answer to the question “What is Fair Trade?” Suggesting that it is merely a
product of ethical consumerism would offer no direct comment – none, that is, which derives
clearly from the core facet under discussion – on how Fair Trade assists producers. Nor can
it account for many of the other activities of Fair Trade actors, such as their campaign
efforts.24 An account of what Fair Trade is, in other words, does not seem exhausted by
reference only to ethical consumption.
Advocates of this position may respond by suggesting that although the view does not
offer a direct account of these dimensions, their core thesis is indispensible to whatever
complete answer is given to the question “What is Fair Trade?” Perhaps by adopting some
form of historical institutionalism they could argue that whatever features Fair Trade exhibits,
they will be the product of its past. They will be inexplicable without acknowledging the
origins and forces (that is, globalisation and ethical consumption) that shaped the movement.
We have already seen reason to doubt the thought that these origins are in ethical
consumerism so the thesis would still not be a strong one, but the argument would also be
problematic for two further reasons. First, even if it were true that we cannot explain or
understand the features of Fair Trade without reference to the past, this insight still tells us
nothing about the content of these features. The view would be confusing the question “What
are the features of Fair Trade” with “What explains the features of Fair Trade?” The latter
question may be interesting and historical evidence may be indispensable in answering it, but
it is of no relevance, and it is logically subsequent, to the former. Second, the argument
commits what is known as ‘genetic fallacy’. This is the mistake of believing that something’s
origins necessarily have implications for its present analysis. Such reasoning, however, is
erroneous. It is tantamount to saying that because the German Chancellor was a member of
the Hitler Youth aged three, his current policies must be fascist.
Fair Trade as a Development Initiative
Another common conception of Fair Trade is that it is a development project designed by
non-governmental actors seeking to support and advance the welfare of poor producers. This
idea is proffered in two different forms: the Business View and the Comprehensive View. In
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this section I will outline each in turn. The former is deemed too narrow to capture the
realities of Fair Trade while the latter is deemed an incomplete conceptualisation.
The Business View: On this account Fair Trade is a development project offering
marketing and technical assistance as a means of enabling producers to compete in the global
market.25 Globalisation is again largely taken as a given and Fair Trade is seen as an
orchestrated means of aiding poor producers directly within its structures. It is something
akin to a training program from which producers hopefully will ‘graduate’.
Evidence can be found to support this stance. FINE’s definition includes a reference
to development and it is unquestionable that the project is concerned with assisting those in
need. There are key aspects of Fair Trade aimed at training producers, such as the business
assistance requirement, and amongst the reported benefits of Fair Trade projects, business
and human capital development are commonly acknowledged.26 In addition, the notion of
‘graduating’ producers can be observed in Comercio Justo, one of the earliest supplier
groups, that has begun its own Fair Trade initiative.27 Many others have sought independent
deals with transnational companies and enhanced market access is an often recognised gain.28
Studies suggest that Fair Trade’s success in providing development assistance in these areas
is mixed.29 However, a mixed success record is no reason for thinking this view does not
offer an account of the assistance Fair Trade offers producers consistent with the tools
employed. The idea may still capture the aims correctly even if these are not always realised
in practice.
The conceptualisation is, however, too narrow: it does not provide a full account of
the manner in which Fair Trade assists producers. While business assistance is part of what
Fair Trade does, it certainly is not all it does. Some of the criteria, such as the demand for
environmental protection, cannot plausibly fit within this framework in anything other than a
very indirect sense (or we would need to define ‘business assistance’ so widely that it would
lose any interesting meaning). Moreover, few of the project’s advocates focus so narrowly
on its business dimensions. Most highlight a much more comprehensive agenda. 30 This
suggests that, at the least, this conceptualisation of Fair Trade must be formulated a little
more widely.
The Comprehensive View: Fair Trade on this account is still understood as a
development initiative, but one with a more inclusive notion of ‘development’. This agenda
can be witnessed in the tools and alleged successes of Fair Trade, which include the enhanced
level of economic security provided by the minimum price and long-term contract,31 the
building of social capital (valuable in social security but also in promoting democracy)
through the demand for cooperatives,32 improvements in health care and education through
the premium price funds,33 and a general sense of social empowerment given by a trading
relationship that treats all participants as equal and with respect.34 On this wider agenda too,
studies suggest that Fair Trade’s record is one of mixed success.35 Again, though, this is no
reason for thinking Fair Trade’s assistance to producers is not well captured by the idea of
aiding development.
The view, however, has two shortcomings. The first can be seen by comparing it to
the account defended in the second section of this paper. Although it might be difficult to
distinguish between tools employed to aid development and those necessary for interim
market justice, it is not so difficult to see how justification for the two would differ and here
the evidence rather contradicts an aid-based account. Fair Trade actors have been quick to
assert that their project is not a charity.36 It is much more focused on ideas of protecting
rights and reforming the market context in such a way that everyone gets to participate on fair
and equal terms. The rhetoric of the project, that is, fits more succinctly with the aim of
realising justice. Second, the view is incomplete because it does not offer any account of the
market-critical rhetoric of Fair Trade actors. In fact, the lobbying efforts advocating reform
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would not even make logical sense if the project were targeting nothing more than increased
access to an unchanged market economy. This is not to argue that Fair Trade should not be
thought to have had a valuable impact on development; rather that the rhetoric of the
movement (both in terms of how it perceives the assistance it offers producers and how it
views the global economic system) suggests this should be understood more in terms of
promoting market justice in a non-ideal world.
Fair Trade ‘In and Against’ the Market
A final conceptualisation I will review is one often proffered in academic literature: that Fair
Trade operates as a challenge to the conventional market economics. This thesis can be
construed as a purely empirical claim but it is often conjoined with normative assertions. For
clarity I will first outline two versions of the normative underpinnings: the Revolutionary
Thesis and Revisionist Thesis. I will then identify the empirical claim that Fair Trade adheres
to the aims of the latter of these. Within this conceptualisation I will distinguish between the
Practising Change Account and the Aspirations Account. Both accounts, I shall argue, are
mistaken.
The normative component of this thesis states that markets (at least in their present
form) are dehumanising. They involve forms of alienation and commodification that degrade
persons acting within them. They should, as such, be replaced with a different economic
system. The Revolutionary Thesis claims that such goals cannot be achieved while the
present system prevails; rather a completely separated construction founded on different
principles is required.37 Fair Trade should seek, then, to establish a different mode of
economic interaction operating in a parallel economy.38 The Revisionist Thesis, on the other
hand, believes these goals can be achieved by working from within present market structures.
On this view Fair Trade can be part of the process of change by working ‘in and against’ the
market. Neither of these normative assertions is of direct interest here and they will be left
unexamined. Of greater import is the claim, made by some, that Fair Trade should be
perceived as a project embodying these aims.
Since mainstream retailers and caterers are now responsible for most Fair Trade sales,
it would be difficult to suggest that Fair Trade in its present form should be characterised as
an example of the Revolutionary Thesis. However, some have argued that Fair Trade should
be conceptualised as an existing form of the Revisionist Thesis.
Fair Trade ‘in and against’ the Market: Advocates here believe that Fair Trade does
(or at least aims to) remodel trade relations.39 Raynolds, for instance, asserts that Fair Trade
links consumers and producers through multidirectional information flows about livelihoods
and production, thus creating associative relationships.40 It ‘re-embeds’ trading relations to
incorporate considerations for the social and environmental dimensions of goods. 41 These
features, respectively, remove the obscuring of social relations in production and the
reduction of a product to its material worth, thus overcoming the problem of commodity
fetishism.42
We can distinguish between two versions of this claim. The Practising Change
Account holds that Fair Trade does, in fact, achieve these ends. The Aspirations Account
holds only that the aims of Fair Trade actors (judging by their rhetoric and practice) are best
understood in this way (whether or not they are making progress on them). Both versions are
at fault for exaggerating or distorting the realities of the Fair Trade project. I will now show
this to be the case for each in turn.
The Practising Change Account claims that Fair Trade creates associative relations,
that the obscurity of social relations in production is unmasked, and that the project moves
away from the market approach to valuing goods. Empirical evidence, however, corroborates
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none of these points. Regarding the first, studies suggest that significant power-imbalances
still exist in the trade relationship: there is a troubling trust deficit between producers and
consumers and many producers feel it involves the same top-down imposition common to
conventional markets.43 As Shreck points out, even if they offer better terms and conditions,
the forces governing the re-direction of trade relations still emanate from a control tower in
the north and this is no more associative than what it would be replacing.44
Neither are social relations in production particularly unmasked. Realistically, Lyon
asserts, the awareness dissemination is mostly one-way where consumers learn about a
‘representative’ example of Southern livelihood and working conditions while, at the
opposite end of the supply chain, producers still understand little of ‘Fair Trade’, their role
within it, or the people that purchase their goods.45
Finally, it is doubtful whether Fair Trade does much to move away from the standard
materialism of the market. There is an increasing tendency to undertake joint ventures with
actors, such as transnational companies, that are very much ‘in’ the market and the system is
still governed by consumer demand and product quality.46 As Shreck puts it, this suggests
that in moments of truth ‘in the market’ trumps ‘against the market’.47
So much then for the Practising Change Account. None of these points, however,
challenge the Aspirations Account. They are merely evidence of a mixed success record,
advocates can say. They do not prove Fair Trade’s aims are not captured by the idea of
restructuring trade relations. The rhetoric and methods point in this direction even if the
outcomes do not.
The evidence, however, does not validate this point either. Consider commodity
fetishism. This, it is argued, Fair Trade can challenge by imbuing consumable goods with a
sense of production history. However, as Hudson and Hudson note, commodity fetishism is a
problem rooted in the alienating experience of a person qua labourer, not qua consumer.48
Any attempt to breach this must attack the problem at its root in the lives not only of
producers in developing countries, but also in the lives of workers qua workers in richer
countries, which Fair Trade does not.49 Moreover, there is more to commodity fetishism than
alienated labour and materialism. As Lyon notes, it is partly related to the general ‘mystical
character’ of a product; an issue which Fair Trade largely ignores. 50 In fact, Lyon continues,
a major selling point is made by taking advantage of the West’s infatuation with concepts of
the (mysterious) ‘other’.51 In short, Fair Trade does not even have the right form to begin to
address two of the most fundamental components of commodity fetishism. To think its tools
are best conceptualised as aimed at doing so is, therefore, either naïve or a matter of wishful
thinking.
Moreover, the Aspirations Account is not supported by the rhetoric of Fair Trade
actors. There is no pretence among these actors that the increasingly mainstream market
approach is accidental, temporary, or regrettable.52 Neither does it seem that they think
altogether alternative economic institutions are appropriate or even necessary. According to
the FINE definition introduced early in this paper, the espoused goals of the movement are
that it ‘seeks greater equity in international trade’ (emphasis added) and ‘better {not
alternative} trading conditions’.53
The problem, in essence, is that this conception, in either of its forms, has taken the
idea of being ‘against the market’ too literally. This stance appears far more radical than the
project’s aims or realities. The idea that it seeks to improve the present situation not by
departing from conventional markets but by placing them within better constraints while
background justice is not present, on the other hand, can capture the essence of a marketcritical stance without needing to suggest anything more drastic or show any discomfort
about an increasingly mainstream position. Judging by the realities, tools, and rhetoric, then,
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we have reason to reject the idea that Fair Trade is ‘in and against’ the market, and instead
favour the view that it seeks to establish interim global market justice in a non-ideal world.
Non-Ideal Global Market Justice: A Project in Need of Defence
Fair Trade, then, is best understood as an attempt to offer interim global market justice in a
non-ideal world. The empirical realities of its existence and an analysis of its aims suggest
this characterisation shows the closest fit of the conceptions so far suggested. Nothing said
thus far, however, provides any normative defence of this project. This task needs to be
addressed. Although I will not provide any conclusive comments on it here, I will close the
paper by introducing a number of normative challenges Fair Trade faces and hint at possible
avenues for defence. I will discuss two challenges that focus on the proposed ends. These
are liberal and Marxist critiques. I will also identify a question raised about the means
employed to reach the ends.
The liberal objection is that Fair Trade is creating false markets that are hindering
progress.54 Taking the example of the coffee industry Lindsay argues that the troublesome
situation of many producers is merely the result of the market functioning efficiently. The
downward pressure on prices is largely due to oversupply and technological improvement.
Inefficient producers are losing out from this but the answer is not to support them
artificially; rather they should be encouraged to pursue new areas of production in which they
have a comparative advantage. Essentially, it is argued, Fair Trade is actually offsetting
efficient market processes by delaying and hampering this process.55
The Marxist critique defends an almost exact opposite contention. In essence the
position asserts that the very idea of attempting to reconcile the market with justice is a
misnomer because it is capitalism itself that is the problem. Fair Trade may mitigate some of
the worst effects, but it will not ultimately resolve the difficulties producers face within the
market without challenging the overarching structural forces, such as power-imbalances and
exploitation.56 At best then, this critique asserts, Fair Trade will act only as a palliative; at
worst it perpetuates the very structural problems of the capitalist system from which it claims
to protect producers.
Comprehensive evaluation of these critiques is not possible here. Let me, however,
outline two potential responses available to Fair Trade advocates. Both critiques, in essence,
defend the following thesis, which includes a normative premise (P) and a (supposedly)
derivative conclusion (C):
P: Fair Trade does not aim at or cannot achieve ideal ends.
, C: It is an erroneous project.
I shall address the validity of P presently, but it is worth noting that, even if it is deemed
accurate, C does not follow. It might plausibly be asserted that, even if some other market
approach may be preferable, there is still no reason to think that we should be unconcerned
about the welfare of producers as well or in the meantime. The protection of human rights
and promotion of welfare alone, Singer and Mason argue, are reason enough to endorse Fair
Trade regardless of whether it endorses the right long-term goals.57 As Singer and Mason
continue, ‘it is a mistake to think that because a proposal cannot solve a very big problem it
cannot do any good at all’.58 In other words, imperfection should not be misconstrued as
worthlessness.
Moreover, it is at least questionable whether P should be deemed correct on either
critique. As noted above, it is now common to think of the market as being broadly
consistent with justice. There are, to be sure, still Marxist critics of this view. Most,
9

however, now hold that the basic institution can be made compatible with justice provided
certain constraints are put in place or at least that we are now forced to accept that the market
has proved itself indispensible for efficiency purposes.59 There is, then, reason to doubt the
Marxist construal of P. Similarly, we are unlikely to be persuaded by Lindsay’s critique if we
think there is more to social constructs than efficiency. That we do think this is fairly
uncontroversial and the point is well established by Rawls who stressed that principles of
justice are ‘lexically prior to the principle of efficiency’.60 If Fair Trade promotes these
principles, then, Lindsay’s criticisms are unlikely to present much challenge to it.
Another possible criticism of Fair Trade is that, even if its aims are appropriate, its
methods of achieving them are not. If we should now be in pursuit of global market justice, it
is plausible to think that these concerns are properly addressed at the level of global
governance.61 Fair Trade could again respond with some claim regarding short-term
humanitarian concern, but it is possible that this will not be sufficient here. Lyon argues that
attempting to draw people into the struggle for social and environmental justice in their role
as product purchasers elevates consumer concerns above the politics of citizenship rights. It
‘individualises responsibility’. By making this shift, Lyon continues, the perceived
importance of collective duty is belittled, which would be a direct detraction from the
commitment to the platform of necessary political action.62
There are, I think, two ways in which Fair Trade advocates might respond to this.
First, they might point to empirical data regarding Fair Trade consumers and argue that the
idea such people would commit to the ideal in private life but not in public is inconsistent
with the evidence. It has been noted already that most are largely motivated by an
ideological commitment to purchase the products and, as voting and activist engagement are
essentially the result of devotion to specific principles, this would provide good reason to
believe that the key market demographic to which Fair Trade caters would not shirk their
political and collective responsibilities on the basis that they also have a chance to promote
the cause in their everyday lives. Second, it would be possible to appeal to more theoretical
ideas regarding the flow-direction of political change. In feminist thought, for example, it is
often contended the key disjuncture for gender equality is not forcing standards in public but
changing attitudes in the private sphere.63 The problem, in other words, is not getting
personally committed citizens to acknowledge their principles in their political lives. It is
exactly the opposite. Obtaining personal commitment is conducive, if not a prerequisite, to
augmenting civic support. Far from thinking that private realm loyalty would detract from
public commitment, then, it seems possible that greater numbers of committed Fair Trade
consumers would equate also to more political proponents for the related matters of human
rights protection and world welfare.
I do not pretend that these few paragraphs are sufficient to establish a normative
defence of Fair Trade. This is not least because there are many questions still to be answered.
For example, should we try to defend Fair Trade as a deontological requirement, aimed at
establishing constraints on our interactions with others? If so, how stringent are these
constraints and are they more important than other constraints some suggest we are violating
in the contemporary world?64 Alternatively, does the defence of Fair Trade rest on more
consequentialist considerations, such as its success in reducing poverty? If so, can it be show
that is it better at promoting a more just world than, for example, greater levels of corporate
social responsibility from transnational companies, the money invested in development by
corporate philanthropy or conditionality agreements placed on foreign direct investment, or
even simply more donations to charity? These questions and a more detailed normative
investigation of Fair Trade must await future research.
However, having determined that Fair Trade, in its present existence, is appropriately
conceptualised as attempting to establish interim global market justice in a non-ideal world,
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we are, at least, now situated to engage in this task more fully and these points provide an
introduction to the major issues of contention. A more complete evaluation is, in other
words, now possible and can now be addressed coherently.
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